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plan!is!to!become!part!of!an!inclusive!community.!These!requirements,!mandated!by!federal!laws,!benefit!everyone.!! I!myself!have!been!to!places!where!the!social!atmosphere!was!less!than!inviting,!where!an!art!gallery’s!security!was!less!than!friendly.!My!interest!in!this!subject!is!inspired!by!more!than!philosophical!interest.!!I!am!told!I!walk!with!a!noticeable!shuffle.!!I!am!surprised!I!walk!at!all.!This!is!a!personal!topic,!one!for!which!I!am!a!stakeholder.! A!Personal!Reflection!! I!do!not!think!of!myself!as!having!disabilities.!I!have!adjusted!to!limitations!discovered!in!my!pursuit!of!happiness,!some!of!them!anyway.!Having!a!condition!called!Traumatic!Brain!Injury!(TBI)!offers!many!limitations!to!my!day.!For!one,!I!process!information!differently,!and!become!frustrated!when!I’ve!found!a!new!limitation!to!which!I!must!adjust.!I!have!good!teachers!and!friends!who!have!helped!me!accommodate!these!challenges,!which!are!invisible!to!others.!!! I!was!young!at!nineteen,!and!woke!up!old.!In!a!moment’s!breath!I!could!have!died.!I!have!no!memory!of!the!car!colliding!with!my!motorcycle.!What!I!know!of!the!place!and!day!came!from!reading!statements!of!witnesses,!the!responding!officer,!and!walking!the!place!where!it!happened.!I!was!in!a!coma!for!eleven!days,!in!traction!for!six!weeks.!I!remember!motion!sickness!during!water!therapy.!It!took!me!two!years!to!regain!my!confidence!to!walk!unassisted.!I!can!tell!you!there!was!no!pain,!at!first.!All!I!remember!of!that!day!was!a!very!bright!white!light,!no!tunnel.!
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previous!career.!! Americans!with!Disabilities!Act!Overview!! This!study!focuses!on!the!ADA,!Titles!II!and!III!accommodations,!where!museums!are!named!in!the!text!of!the!law.!Title!II!refers!to!facilities!receiving!direct!funding!from!federal!sources!and!federal,!state!and!local!government!facilities,!hospitals,!schools,!colleges!and!universities!being!compliant!with!laws!providing!accommodations.!! Title!III!provides!the!following!explanation!about!Public!Accommodations.!(ADA!Title!III!Technical!Assistance!Manual!Covering!Public!Accommodations!and!Commercial!Facilities,!accessed!9/19/12):!The! broad! range! of! title! III! obligations! relating! to! “places! of! public!accommodation”! must! be! met! by! entities! that! the! Department! of!Justice! regulation! labels! as! “public! accommodations.”! In! order! to! be!considered!a!place!of!public!accommodation!with!Title!III!obligations,!an!entity!must!be!private!and!it!must;!own,!lease,!lease!to,!or!operate!a!place!of!public!accommodation.!A!place!of!public!accommodation! is!a!facility!whose!operations!affect!commerce!and!fall!within!at! least!one!of!the!following!categories:!1. Places! of! lodging! (e.g.,! inns! hotels,!motels),! except! for! owner[occupied!establishments!renting!fewer!than!six!rooms;!2. Establishments! serving! food! or! drink! (e.g.,! restaurants! and!bars);!
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3. Places! of! exhibition! or! entertainment! (e.g.,! motion! picture!houses,!theaters,!concert!halls,!stadiums);!4. Places! of! public! gathering! (e.g.,! auditoriums,! convention!centers,!lecture!halls);!5. Sales! or! rental! establishments! (e.g.,! bakeries,! grocery! stores,!hardware!stores,!shopping!centers);!6. Service! establishments! (e.g.,! laundromats,! dry[cleaners,! banks,!barber! shops,! beauty! shops,! travel! services,! shoe! repair!services,! pharmacies,! insurance! offices,! professional! offices! of!health!care!providers,!hospitals);!7. Public! transportation! terminals,! depots,! or! stations! (not!including!facilities!relating!to!air!transportation);!
8. Places! of! public! display! or! collection! (e.g.,! museums,!
libraries,!and!galleries);!9. Places!of!recreation!(e.g.,!parks,!zoos,!amusement!parks);!10. Places! of! education! (e.g.,! day! care! centers,! elementary,!secondary,! undergraduate,! or! postgraduate! public,! or! post!graduate!private!schools).!11. Social! service! center! establishments! (e.g.,! day! care! centers,!senior! centers,! homeless! shelters,! food! banks,! adoption!agencies).!!
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Founding!of!American!Museums!! As!in!England!and!Europe,!American!museums!were!formed!from!donated!collections.!!In!1773,!in!the!midst!of!the!war!for!American!independence,!the!Charleston!Library!Society!gathered!samples!of!animals,!plants!and!minerals!from!the!South!Carolina!low!country.!This!collection!formed!the!first!American!museum,!(Alexander,!1979).!In!1786!artist!Charles!Wilson!Peale!opened!his!Philadelphia!home!as!an!American!cabinet!of!curiosities.!This!display!is!regarded!as!the!nation’s!first!museum!open!to!the!public,!(Alexander,!1979;!Weil,!1999).!!Part!of!the!Peale!family’s!collection!was!later!purchased!and!displayed!by!P.T.!Barnum!to!add!to!his!collection!of!taxidermy!and!oddities,!which!included!a!“genuine!mermaid!skeleton,”!for!Barnum’s!American!Museum!in!New!York,!(www.lostmuseum.cuny.edu/archives/museum.htm)!! The!traditions!and!history!of!America’s!museums!reflect!the!history!of!our!society.!!In!the!beginning!museums!in!many!ways!retained!the!exclusivity!characteristic!of!private!collections!and!defined!the!essence!of!a!classist!society!(Dana,!1917).!Admission!to!these!collections!was!restricted!for!the!most!part!to!scholarly!research.!Today!museums!in!the!U.S.,!are! considered!stewards!of!all!things!American!to!all!Americans,!(Burcaw,!1983;!Schwarzer,!M.,!2006).!! Initially,!museums!in!the!United!States!were!developed!to!provide!evidence!that!America!was!a!civilized!place.!!Early!museums!looked!to!Europe!as!the!model.!In!the!late!1800’s,!a!museum’s!primary!focus!was!to!teach!the!working!class! about!culture!(Weil,!1983).! With!a!growing,!working!poor,!immigrant!population,!the!
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extremely!wealthy!defined!what!was!to!be!valued!in!public!education,!what! it!was!to!be!a!citizen!and!endorsed!the!“Great!Melting!Pot”!ideology!of!early!America.!Their!mission!was!to!become!the!beacon!of!values!and!correctness!of!their!city!or!country!(Burcaw,!1983).!! Founders!of!early!public!museums,!such!as!the!American!Museum!of!Natural!History,!in!New!York,!and!the!Smithsonian!Institution!in!Washington!D.C.,!sought!to!promote!through!education!a!more!productive,!prosperous!nation!(Alexander,!1979).!In!the!1880’s!museums!began!to!offer!public!lectures!on!diverse!topics,!!(Burcaw,!1983).!It! was!hoped!these!opportunities!would!foster!a!strong!relationship!with! teachers!and!schools,!leading!classes!of!children!to!expand!their!limited! educational!opportunities!by!visiting!the!museums.!This!inspired!a!change!in!the!way!children!were!educated.!John!Dewey,!in!1896,!started!the!Lab!School,!the!first!school!in!Chicago!to!incorporate!museum! visits!as!part!of!its!weekly!curriculum!as!well!as!hands[on!learning,!resulting!in!the!development!of!children’s!museums,!(Ames,!1986;!Mayhew,!Edwards,1936).!! Private!museums!developed!by!wealthy!industrialists!began!their!own!mission!of!education!and!preservation!(Conn,!1998!).!These!museums!continued!the!tradition!of!displaying!the!status!and!wealth!of!their!patrons.!Art,!sculpture!and!collections!that!showed!off!science!and! anthropology!had!specific!aims!of!showing!both!material!and!intellectual! progress!in!a!growing!nation,!(Burcaw,!1983;!Duncan,!1995).!The!imposing!architecture!of!these!museums!intimidated!the!average!working! class!person!(Duncan,!1995).!Persons!of!color!were!either!barred!
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from!entering!or!were!allowed!to!visit!only!on!specific! days!and!times.!Directors!were!upset!at!anyone! touching!objects,!making!noise,!spitting!or!other!common!displays!of!behavior!tabooed!in!the!upper! class.!!A!museum!visit!was!to!be!a!learning!experience,!similar!to!going!to!church,!and!behavior!was!to!be!clean,!polite,!and!respectful.!The!message!was,!“keep!your!hands!to!yourself,”!(Ames,!1986;!Duncan,!1995).!! Compared!to!their! European!contemporaries!of!the!time,!museum!collections!in!the!early!1900’s!in!America!had!a!severe!lack!of!depth!and!quality.!Their!main!emphasis!was!education,!(Weil,!S.!F.,!1999).!!For!example,!the!term!“docent”!was!coined!at!this!time!as!a!description!of!a!person!who! explained!art!to!visitors!at!exhibits.!(Weil,!1999).!This!devotion!to!education!was!even!used!as!a!means!to!teach!the!public!about!Tuberculosis!during!a!1908[1909! epidemic!of!the!disease.!Museums!produced! pamphlets!and!exhibits!in!many!different!languages!for!public!health!education,!(Schwarzer,!M.,!2006).!By!1915!educational!departments!were!emerging!at!various!institutions,!and! for!the!first!time!ever!museums!offered!programs!for!the!deaf!using!a!type!of!projector!called!the!Magic!Lantern,!their!first!accommodation!for!people!with!disabilities.!The!World!War!Years!! !While!the!international!community!was!recovering!from!the!aftermath!of!the!First!World!War,!art!galleries!and!museums! began!to!shift!away!from!education!and!towards!preserving!culture!(Schwarzer,!2006).!Americans!rushed!to!Europe!to!buy!up!masterworks!from!the!economically! devastated!governments!of!a!war[ravaged!
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continent!(Greenblatt,!1991;!Schwarzer,!M.,!2006).!Some!directors!of! museums,!like!Newark!Museum!Director!John!Cotton!Dana,!resisted!this!Euro[art!movement!and!kept!to!everyday!items!and! dioramas!(Anderson,!2004).!By!the!1920’s!the!turn!to!European!fine!art!was!in!full!swing.!!Curators!were!trained!to!follow!a!high!society!vision!of!art!display!as!a! show!of!wealth!and!power.!With!this!grand!vision!came!even!grander! buildings!to!house!elite!collections.!!Americans!began!to!realize!that!museums!need!not!be!tools!only!for!carrying!on!the!traditions!of!Europe.!They!could!be!symbols!of!an!emerging!American!sophistication.!(Duncan,!1995)!!! The!great!boom!of!grand,!imposing!museums!came!to!an!end!during!the!onset!of!the!Great!Depression!in!the!late!1920’s.!Buildings!became!more!neutral!and!approachable!for!the!common!people!and!returned!to!a!focus!on!education.!Schools,!suffering!a!severe!lack!of!funding,!returned!to!museums!in!great!numbers.!Charitable!foundations!supported!this!progressive!educational!value!(Hein,!2006).!!! President!Franklin!Delano!Roosevelt!left!an!indelible!mark!on!the!history!of!American!society!when!he!embraced!museums!as!an!integral!part!of! democracy.!His!“Work!Progress!Administration”!(WPA)!built!53!new!art! centers,!then!offered!WPA!sponsored!classes!as!a!way!of!both!employing! teachers!and!educating!school!children!in!art,!thus!expanding!the!audience!for!museums.!(www.fdrlibrary.org).!! According!to!Marjorie!Schwarzer,!in!100*Years*in*Museum*History,!patriotism!and!politics!at!the!beginning!of!the!Second!World!War!grew!inside!of!the!museum!structure.!Programs!encouraged!military!recruitment! and!supported!national!security.!Museums!offered!classes!covering!such! topics!as!how!to!prepare!meals!
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within!the!limitations!of!rationing.!Traveling! exhibits!were!produced!by!some!museums!to!help!educate!people!about! how!to!tell!enemy!troops!from!friendly!troops!or!how!to!identify!Japanese!aircraft.!!The!buildings!became!hospitals,!research!facilities,!and!schools,! and!hosted!international!delegations!at!the!close!of!the!war.!(Schwarzer,!2006)! The!Cold!War!! Post[war,!museum!visits!skyrocketed!(Zolberg,!1994).!The!prosperity!that!followed!those! years!led!to!interest!in!education!and!culture!never!seen!before.!Immigrants! and!refugees!from!war[shattered!Europe!were!allowed!into!the!United!States,! creating!a!boom!in!the!middle!class.!(www.uscis.gov)!! The!Nation!Council!for!American!Education,!an!enthusiastic!supporter!of!McCarthyism,!brought!much!progressive!education!to!a!halt.!They!believed!that!progressive!education!was!too!pragmatic!with!its!“learn!by!doing”!philosophy!and!was!not!enough!about!facts!or!information.!!Education!was!to!teach!basic!skills!only,!no!frills,!and!with!no!federal!government!money.!The!era!was!focused!on!promoting!American!values!of!self[discipline,!democracy!and!self[reliance! ( Atwell,!2003).!!The!Federal!Civil!Defense!Agency,!promoting!education!as!the!first!line!of!defense,!had!traveling!displays!and!exhibits!aimed!at!demonstrating!to!Americans!the!wisdom!of!preparing!for!an!atomic!attack.!The!“Duck!and!Cover”!and!other!early!cold!war!campaigns!were!brought!to!every!state,!and!promoted!in!every!school,!library!and!museum!(www.coldwar.com)!!! The!Soviet!Union’s!launch!of!the!satellite!Sputnik!tapped!into!fears!of!Soviet!
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domination!and!heightened!competition!for more knowledge.!Higher!achievements!in!science!were!nationalized!as!a!way!to!make!the!nation!secure.! This!1960’s!event!brought!back!federal!support!for! museums.!Learning!by!doing!was!back!and!science!was!the!focus.!Classes!of! school!children!flocked!into!newly!refocused! science!centers!and!innovative!children’s!museums.!(Hein,!2006)!The!Social!Revolution,!Civil!Rights!and!New!Tourism!! During!the!social!upheaval!of!the!1960’s!Civil!Rights!movement!there!was!a!slow!effort!to!begin!to!broaden!community!outreach.!Yet$the$Metropolitan$Museum’s$1969$exhibition,$“$Harlem$on$My$Mind:$The$Cultural$Capital$of$Black$America,”$was$an#under[informed,*ill[conceived(exhibit(that(excluded!the$very$artists$and$artwork$of#the!people%who,%according%to%the%title,%were%supposedly%speaking)for)themselves."A"better"example"of"outreach"is"the"Smithsonian’s"opening"of"the"Anacostia"Neighborhood*Museum*in*Washington%D.C.#in#1967#(Weil,#1999).!This%museum%centers'on'African[American)community)life)and)offers)programs,)research)and)collections&that&reflect$that$mission$(Kinard,$as$quoted$by$Weil,$1999).!! Gradually,!community!activists,!in!response!to!under!representation!in!politics!and!media,!formed!their!own!museums!for!their! neighborhoods!to!demonstrate!ethnic!civic!pride!(Archibald,!2004).!Seattle’s!Wing!Luke!Museum!of!the!Asian[Pacific!American!Experience!(established!1966)!is!one!such!institution.!Federal!grants!for!“outreach!projects”!went!to!hospitals,! prisons,!shopping!malls,!local!festivals,!and!senior!centers.!This!federal! money!also!funded!insurance!indemnity!programs!so!that!valuable! collections!could!be!insured,!reducing!the!
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liability!of!displaying!priceless!objects!in!exhibitions!to!the!public!(Schwarzer,!2006).!! The!1970’s!saw!a!further!increase!in!visits!to!museums!and!the!beginnings!of!cultural! tourism.!During!this!time!the!National!Endowment!for!the!Arts!(NEA),!the!National!Endowment!for!the!Humanities!(NEH),!and!the!Institute!of! Museum!and!Library!Services!(IMLS)!were!created!by!the!federal! government!by!the!passage!of!the!Museum!Services!Act!of!1976!(Weil,!1983).!The!increase!of!federal!support!for!museums!inspired!artists,! teachers,!and!activists!to!start!museums!(Schwarzer,!2006).!!!! On!into!the!1980’s!there!was!a!building!boom,!linked!to!urban! renewal!and!educational!grants.!Yet!this!decade!saw!cutbacks!in!federal!funding!(Weil,!1999).!Shortfalls!in!funds!meant!finding!new!ways!to!pay!the!bills.!Besides!approaching!their!own!members!for!more!money,!a!new!way!of!fundraising!had!to!be!incorporated!into!the!“business”!of!museums.!The!new!strategy!that!emerged!to!help!museums!survive!involves!the! adoption!of!revenue!generating!services!based!on!increasing!patron!visits,!encouraging!new!patrons!to!visit!and!expenditures!such!as!theaters,!merchandising!and!bigger!and!better!exhibits!(Weil,!1999;!Ashley,!as!quoted!by!Archibald,!2004).!A!New!Millennium!Approaches!! The!1990’s!began!an!era!of!change.!The!Cold!War!was!winding!down!and!new!laws!entered!into!play.!With!renewed!attention!to!“audience,”!museums!began!focusing!on!their! interior!spaces!to!improve!accessibility!under!the!ADA.!This!
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attention!to!compliance!led!to!redesigning!and!remodeling!for!people!with!disabling!conditions!(Weil,!1999).!! There!was!an!attempt!to!reach!new!audiences!with!technology.! The!number!of! museum!visits!increased!and!museums!began!doing!better!with!less!federal!funding.!!Museums!endeavored!to!be!more!things!to!more!people,!(Weil,!1999).!Access!to!collections was!expanded!through!the!use!of!technology!such!as!audio!tours,!and!computer!websites.!! Museums!were!seen!as!a!way!to!increase!tourism!dollars!in!local!economies,!so!more!were!built.!As!resources!for!school!children,!repositories!of!artifacts,!preservers!of!culture!as!well!as!promoters!of!new!ideas,! museums!have!emerged!from!the!elite!enclaves!of!the!privileged!and!have!become! a!new!town!square,!a!place!where!all!are!welcome,!(Weil,!1999;!Ambrose,!et!al.,!2002)!!! In!the!next!chapter!we!visit!the!history!of!the!disability!rights!movement.!Though!not!directly!related!to!compliance!issues!for!museums!these!events!demonstrate!how!long!people!have!advocated!for!the!ability!to!enjoy!the!enrichment!of!life!we!all!seek.!Some!people!have!come!farther!in!this!journey!than!could!ever!have!been!imagined!50!years!ago.!As!we!live!to!older!ages,!health!conditions!may!decline!and!mobility!may!become!a!challenge.!!A!few!decades!ago!seniors!were!not!as!active!as!many!are!now.!Even!the!younger,!gravely!disabled!can!be!seen!taking!in!the!sights!at!public!events.!This!new,!larger!audience!that!requires!accommodations!is!not!to!be!denied!access!to!the!fullness!of!cultural!experience!that!museums!offer.!!!
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Case!3:!The!Newseum!! The!Newseum,!Inc.!was!cited!for!90!infractions!and!fined!$15,000!in!addition!to!the!cost!of!correcting!violations.!!In!Newseum’s!Settlement!Agreement!the!Department!of!Justice!identified!the!specific!auxiliary!aids!they!required.!This!is!the!first!time!in!these!three!Settlement!Agreements!that!DOJ!spells!out!exactly!which!Assistive!technologies!they!require!for!compliance.!(1) Qualified!interpreters!on[site!or!through!video!remote!interpreting!(VRI)!services;!note!takers;!real[time!computer[aided!transcription!services;!written!materials;!exchange!of!written!notes;!assistive!listening!devices;!assistive!listening!systems;!open!and!closed!captioning,!including!real[time!captioning;!videotext!displays;!accessible!electronic!and!information!technology;!or!other!effective!methods!of!making!aurally!delivered!information!available!to!individuals!who!are!deaf!or!hard!of!hearing.!(2) !Qualified!readers;!taped!texts;!audio!recordings;!Brailed!materials!and!displays;!screen!reader!software;!magnification!software;!optical!readers;!secondary!auditory!programs!(SAP);!large!print!materials;!accessible!electronic!and!information!technology;!or!other!effective!methods!of!making!visually!delivered!materials!available!to!individuals!who!are!blind!or!have!low!vision.!(www.ada.gov./newseum[appendix1.htm!pp.22[43)!!A!further!discussion!of!these!required!auxiliary!aids!can!be!found!in!Chapter!7!along!with!materials!on!other!assistive!technologies.!
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CHAPTER!VI!CASE!STUDIES!AND!THE!ASSESSMENT!CHECKLIST!!! In!previous!chapters!I!have!described!the!evolution!of!collections!from!enclaves!of!exclusivity!to!the!hospitable!places!of!informal!education!we!now!know!museums!to!be.!They!are!also!now!operated!for!the!most!part!by!trained!professional!staff.!I!have!discussed!the!emergence!into!public!participation!of!American!citizens!whose!freedoms!were!marginalized!by!illness!and!convention.!Persons!who!were!once!institutionalized!have!gained!the!right!to!enjoy!affordable!housing,!access!to!public!transportation,!and!gainful!employment.!!Like!other!American!citizens,!they!are!entitled!to!participate!in!all!forms!of!recreation,!including!attending!cultural!facilities!like!museums.!In!chapter!five!I!explored!the!intersection!of!these!two!histories!by!explaining!disability!law!as!civil!rights!law!and!the!accommodations!required!by!museums!and!other!facilities!to!insure!the!safety!of!these!and!other!Americans!as!we!visit!museums.!! In!this!chapter!I!present!my!accessibility!checklist,!based!on!the!legal!sources!discussed!in!Chapter!V!and!the!outcome!of!four!local!museum!assessments.!The!Design!! The!accessibility!checklist!combines!the!requirements!for!accessible!design!found!in!the!following!references:!! 1. NEA,!Design*for*Accessibility,*A*Cultural*Administrator’s*Handbook,!2005!
2. !SI,!Guidelines*for*Accessible*Design,*Smithsonian*Accessibility*Program.*
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There!is!a!short,!steep!ramp!between!the!Entry!Room!and!Main!Room,!and!another,!larger!ramp!from!the!Main!Room!into!the!Car!Room.!After!measuring!and!inspecting!the!Car!Room!I!proceeded!across!the!Main!Room!to!the!Parlour!Room,!which!is!joined!by!another!short,!steep!ramp.!From!the!Parlour!Room,!I!entered!the!Military!Room.!I!then!reentered!the!Parlour!Room!and!proceeded!down!another,!longer!ramp!into!the!Business!Room!where!I!concluded!my!assessment.!!! Recommendations!for!addressing!problems!that!were!identified!are!as!follows:!!1. Place!printed!handouts!of!the!floor!plan!at!the!reception!desk.!They!should!include!the!location!of!the!emergency!exits.!!2. Increase!exhibit!and!display!signage!font.!Throughout!the!museum,!exhibit!and!display!signage!is!in!too!small!a!font.!The!recommended!font!is!18[24!point.!New!technologies!may!offer!solutions.!Disability!Apps!are!available!on!tablets!and!smart!phones,!enabling!these!devices!to!be!used!as!text!magnifiers.!Other!features!on!smart!phones!include!text!readers.!Descriptions!of!the!display!should!be!available!in!Braille!at!each!display.!!You!can!find!this!information!in!the!Smithsonian's!Guidelines!for!Accessible!Design!pages!17[26.!!3. Have!printed!materials!and!tactile!examples!available!for!patrons!to!touch!when!artifacts!are!displayed!in!closed!cases.!To!improve!the!modality!of!learning,!printed!information!could!be!coded!on!QR!Codes,!making!the!information!available!on!a!tablet!or!smart!phone!serving!the!requirements!of!
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of!enhancing!exhibition!text!and!Andy!showed!me!where!he!had!included!a!QR!Code!in!one!of!his!display!texts.!! In!order!to!address!the!problems!that!were!identified,!I!made!the!following!recommendations:!!1. Move!Handicapped!parking!spaces,!including!van!parking!spaces!closer!to!the!museum.!!A!blue!painted!walkway!needs!to!be!added!from!these!parking!spaces!to!the!beginning!of!the!ramp,!to!show!the!accessible!path!of!travel.!2. Mark!the!accessible!path!of!travel!with!disability!signage.!3. Eliminate!the!use!of!small!tables!at!the!center!of!the!floor!space!in!the!bookstore.!These!tables!pose!a!falling!hazard!for!patrons!with!low!vision.!!!4. Add!pedestals!to!all!wall[mounted!display!cases!over!4!inches!deep.!These!need!to!have!pedestals!added!to!them!to!provide!cane[safe!warnings!of!a!protrusion!in!the!path!of!travel!for!patrons!with!low!vision!who!may!use!a!cane.!5. Have!printed!materials!and!tactile!examples!available!for!patrons!to!touch!when!artifacts!are!displayed!in!closed!cases.!!Sign!Language!could!be!offered!by!QR!Codes!with!video!presentation!and!multiple!languages!could!be!displayed!by!QR!Codes!presenting!text!information.!6. Install!a!handrail!along!the!ramp!in!the!children’s!area.!ADA!requires!a!handrail!at!28!inches!above!the!path!of!travel!to!accommodate!children.!
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photographic!and!ethnographic!items.!The!museum!has!a!gift!shop!and!shares!its!building!with!other!tribal!businesses.!! On!November!22,!2013,!the!same!day!that!I!visited!the!Yakima!Valley!Museum,!I!traveled!South!to!the!Yakama!Nation!Museum,!in!Toppenish,!Washington.!I!had!met!with!Pam!Fabela,!Director!of!the!Yakama!Nation!Museum,!several!times!with!Dr.!Mark!Auslander!concerning!the!development!of!a!cooperative!exhibition!with!the!Museum!of!Culture!and!Environment!of!Central!Washington!University.!!!!!The!exhibition!would!be!centered!around!the!Yakama!Nation’s!160th!anniversary!of!the!signing!of!the!Treaty!with!Territorial!Governor!Isaac!Stevens!in!1855.!!! As!a!personal!favor!to!a!museum!studies!student!(myself),!Pam!agreed!to!an!assessment!of!their!museum.!!The!museum!is!part!of!a!larger!cultural!center!facility!that!also!includes!offices,!restaurant,!library!and!gift!shop.!Parts!of!the!facility!are!being!remodeled!so!I!began!my!assessment!in!the!museum!and!not!in!the!parking!lot.!! All!of!the!display!cases!are!enclosed!and!are!built!from!the!floor!providing!a!good!cane!safe!protection!for!patrons!with!low!vision!who!may!use!a!cane!to!navigate.!!The!text!and!font!size!are!good.!The!lighting!is!very!good!and!the!carpeting!meets!the!requirements!of!being!less!than!¼!inch!thick.!The!path!of!travel!between!exhibits!is!wide!and!exceeds!the!requirements.!There!is!one!ramp!with!a!landing!in!the!museum.!The!landing!exceeds!the!requirement!of!60!inches!square!required!for!the!passage!of!two!wheelchairs.!The!path!of!travel!on!the!ramps!meets!the!
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2. Place!additional!small!sized!gravel!on!the!path!leading!to!the!bricked!courtyard.!The!place!where!the!graveled!path!meets!the!courtyard!needs!to!be!level!to!prevent!a!tripping!hazard.!3. Raise!the!cover!of!the!water!meter!or!other!valve!in!the!brick!court!yard.!The!recessed!surface!presents!a!tripping!hazard.!!The!cover!should!be!raised!to!the!level!of!the!courtyard.!4. Repair!the!cracks!in!the!main!floor!to!avoid!a!tripping!hazard.!An!injury!from!falling!should!be!avoided.!Such!an!injury!can!be!difficult!for!persons!with!mobility!issues!and!patrons!with!age!related!conditions.!5. !Replace!or!add!a!second!mirror!that!depicts!a!person’s!full!height!in!the!toilet!room!on!the!main!floor.!Additionally!the!handle!on!the!paper!towel!dispenser!is!at!64!inches!and!needs!to!be!lowered!to!no!higher!than!48!inches!to!accommodate!a!patron!using!a!wheelchair.!The!plumbing!under!the!sink!requires!an!insulated!covering!to!prevent!a!person!in!a!wheelchair!from!becoming!burned!by!or!tangled!in!the!plumbing.!6. Add!water!dispensers!to!each!floor.!The!facility!lacks!drinking!fountains.!ADA!requires!two!fountains!per!floor.!!7. Color!the!floor!a!different!color!where!it!slopes!from!the!main!entrance.!The!ADA!requires!a!change!of!color!to!signify!sloping!in!the!floor.!This!is!similar!to!the!change!in!color!on!your!staircase!to!signify!the!edge!of!a!step!to!a!patron!with!low!vision.!8. The!Gift!Shop!area!has!three!issues!which!may!be!addressed!as!follows:!!
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! ! ! !! ! Figure!2.!Remodeled!Lavatory.!!
• Disability!signage!is!lacking.!



























CHAPTER!8!SUMMARY!! !Today’s!idea!of!accessibility!is!an!inclusive!community!creating!a!cityscape!where!all!citizens!have!equal!access!to!all!activities.!!An!inclusive!museum!seamlessly!and!subtly!accommodates!people!of!all!levels!of!ability,!thereby!enhancing!every!patron’s!exhibition!experience.!!!! !!Accessibility!is!about!accommodating!people!of!varying!physical!and!cognitive!abilities!and!is!defined!by!law.!By!exploring!these!laws!and!how!they!apply!to!museums!and!museum[associated!enterprises,!I!discovered!a!need!for!museums!to!evaluate!their!compliance!with!the!Architectural!Barriers!Act,!the!Rehabilitation!Act!and!The!Americans!with!Disabilities!Act,!and!thus!to!avoid!litigation!in!Civil!Court!and!actions!by!federal!agencies!! I!have!illustrated!how!history!of!the!disabilities!rights!movement!is!related!to!the!history!of!accessibility!and!museums.!Three!recent!legal!cases!draw!attention!to!the!importance!of!timely!compliance!with!the!ADA,!RA!and!ABA.!Compliance!issues!revealed!in!those!cases!are!similar!to!the!museums!that!participated!in!my!research.!!My!checklist!assessment!is!very!applicable!to!any!museum!of!any!size!desiring!to!achieve!voluntary!compliance.!With!the!rapid!changes!in!consumer!electronics,!this!process!of!compliance!will!be!ongoing.!! Compliance!can!take!many!forms,!with!technology!leading!the!way!for!the!most!inclusive!results!in!a!media[centered!culture.!!What!the!DOJ!is!recommending!for!museums!in!the!Newseum!settlement!are!both!active!and!passive!assistive!
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MEETS! DEFICIENT! Description!! Facility!Measurement!
!! !! Accessible!route!from!parking!to!the!museum!entrance! !!
!! !! Condition!of!pathway:!cracks,!holes,!bumps!or!debris,!if!deficient,!please!comment:! !!
!! !! Designated!accessible!parking!spaces!with!adjoining!curb!cuts! !!
!! !! Accessible!route!from!parking!to!the!museum!entrance! !!
!! !! Condition!of!pathway:!cracks,!holes,!bumps!or!debris,!if!deficient,!please!comment:! !!
!! !! Ramped;!slope!compliance?! !!
!! !! Elevators:!physical!disability!accessible!compliance?! !!
!! !! If!not!accessible,!clear!signage!with!directions!to!accessible!entrances! !!
!! !! Door:!at!least!36!inches!wide!in!open!position! !!
!! !! Threshold:!Not!higher!than!1/2!inch! !!
!! !! Threshold:!beveled!if!higher!than!1/4!inch! !!
! ! Door!opening!force!measurement!no!greater!than!5!poundRfeet! ! ! ! !!!
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2.!Reception!Area!! !! !! !! !! !!
MEETS! DEFICIENT! Description!! Facility!Measurement!
!! !! Reception!counter:!Wheelchair!accessible!26!inches!minimum!R36!inches!high!max:! !!










!! !! All!doors!opening!force!measurement!not!greater!than!5!poundRfeet! !!
!! !! Water!fountains:!no!fewer!than!2,!max!height!from!floor!36!inches:! !!




!! !! Audio!tours! !!
!! !! Assistive!listening!systems! !!
!! !! FM!systems! !!
!! !! Infrared!systems! !!
!! !! Open!captioning! !!
!! !! Closed!captioning! !!
!! !! Sign!language!interpreters! !!
!! !! ComputerRaided!real!time!reporting!(CART)! !!
!! !! TTY! !!
!! !! Telephone!amplifiers! !!
!! !! Large!print! !!
!! !! Appropriate!signage!for!assistive!and!adaptive!devices! !!
!! !! Appropriate!signage!for!assistive!and!adaptive!devices! !!
!! !! Audio!tours! !!
!! !! Large!print! !!!!!
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3.!!Hallways!
MEETS! DEFICIENT! Description!! Facility!Measurement!
!! !! Hallways!a!minimum!of!5!feet!wide! !!
!! !! If!door,!door!opening!force!measurement!no!greater!than!5!poundRfeet! !! !!
!! !! Carpet:!attached!to!floor,!no!more!than!1/2!inch!thick! !!
!! !! Rounded!corners!on!walls! !!




!! !! Clear!width!between!rails!36!inches!minimum! !!
!! !! Rise!greater!than!6!inches!has!rails! !!
!! !! 30!inch!vertical!rise!maximum! !!
!! !! Ramps!that!change!directions!have!landings! !!
!! !! Landings!are!60!inches!square! !!
!! !! Edge!protection! !!
!! !! Handrail!Extensions!of!12!inches!at!top!and!bottom!of!ramps! !!




!! !! Treads!11!inches!minimum! !!
!! !! Visual!contrast!on!leading!edge!of!stair!tread! !!
!! !! Nosing!of!1/2!inch!max! !!
!! !! Nosings!curved!or!beveled!on!underside! !!
!! !! Handrail!on!stairs:!height!34!inches!minimumR36!inches!maximum! !!
!! !! Handrail:!gripping!surface!had!rounded!edges! !!
!! !! Top!extension!on!stairs!12!inches!to!end!above!the!first!nosing! !!
!! !! Bottom!extension!12!inches!minimum!beyond!last!riser! !!!! !
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4.!!Displays!and!Exhibits!!
MEETS! DEFICIENT! Description!! Facility!Measurement!
!! !! Top!of!display!36!inches!maximum!above!floor!! !!
!! !! Exhibition!barriers!at!36!inches!high! !! !!
!! !! Tactile!experiences!included!in!every!exhibit! !! !!
!! !! Tactile!object!represents!exhibited!item! !! !!




!! !! Sentences!of!no!more!than!25!words! !!
!! !! Overview!sentence!in!large!print! !! !!
!! !! Text!printed!on!nonRglare!surfaces! !!
!! !! Text!48!inches!minimum!and!67!inches!maximum!above!floor! !!
!! !! '' Text!font:!18!point!min,!24!point!maximum!size! !!
!! !! !! Type!of!font:!Arial!or!Helvetica! !!
!! !! !! Text!set!in!all!caps,!script!or!italics! !!







!! !! ! Contrast!between!text!and!backing! !!
!! !! !
High!contrast!between!text!
and!background! ! ! ! !!




















raised!surface! !! !! !! !!
!! !! ' Shadows!on!labels! !!
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4.!!Displays!and!Exhibits!continued!
MEETS! DEFICIENT! Description!! Facility!Measurement!



















MEETS! DEFICIENT! Description!! Facility!Measurement!
!! !! If!door,!door!opening!force!measurement!not!greater!than!5!poundRfeet' !!




!! !! Route!88!inches!minimal!for!passage!of!2!wheelchairs! !!
!! !! Passing!areas!74!inches!minimal!every!100!feet! !!
!! !! Carpets!1/4!inch!thickness!maximum:! !!








!! !! Prekindergarten!:!8R12!inches!high:! !!














MEETS! DEFICIENT! Description!! Facility!Measurement!
!! !! Directional!signage!no!higher!than!48!inches!above!floor! !!
!! !! Meets!general!ADA!accessibility!requirements!for!retailers.! !!
!! !! Cashier!counter:!Wheelchair!accessible!26!inches!minimum!R36!inches!high!max! !!
!! !! LayRout!of!store!floor!and!displays!are!safe!for!cane!and!wheelchair!users! !!
!! !! If!door,!door!opening!measurement!not!greater!than!5!poundRfeet! !!!! !
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7.Exits,!building!and!safety!codes!! !! !! !! !!
MEETS! DEFICIENT! Description!! !! !! !! Facility!Measurement!
!! !! Number!of!accessible!emergency!exits!from!exhibition!space!must!meet!the!National!Fire!Protection!Association,!Life!Safety!Code!(NFPA!101)! !!
!! !! Inaccessible!exits!are!required!to!provide!directions!to!those!exits!that!are!accessible!or!to!areas!of!rescue!assistance! !!
!! !! Provide!areas!of!rescue!assistance!if!the!number!of!exits!is!insufficient! !! !!









!! !! If!multiple!number!of!visual!alarms!in!area,!all!synchronized!to!avoid!above! !!
8.!!Exits!and!signage!! ! ! ! ! !!
MEETS! DEFICIENT! Description!! !! !! !! Facility!Measurement!
!! !! Notification!about!location!of!accessible!egress!from!the!gallery!must!be!available!at!key!points!in!the!museum! !!
!! !! Make!available!at!key!points!within!the!museum!an!exhibition!floor!plan!that!meets!accessibility!requirements!for!printed!materials! !!
!! !! Provide!signs!with!the!international!symbol!of!access!at!accessible!emergency!exits! !!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!
